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with the generic "alicebob" I should be able to ask a question here, since I know I am using Ubuntu, but I have some trouble getting the ubuntu update manager to work. I get an error after I try to update the information: When I click on the install updates button, the progress bar spins up for a bit, then the message above is displayed. takamarou, disable automatic
security updates, that might help does anybody knows how to install ubuntu on a raid setup? wilee-nilee: ok.. i'll restart the server and see if i can log in.. then it seems like it worked! thanks :) OerHeks: I didn't find that option. Where would I find that? takamarou, in softwarecenter OerHeks: I searched for it in there, but I didn't see it. Hi. I want to load the default
xorg.conf in ubuntu 14.04. First I wanted to completely disable any possible interference. To my knowledge, i've seen that this can be done by setting autodetect in xorg.conf to "False". Yet that file is still read. takamarou, it is called "Settings"? smile, cool OerHeks: It's in "Ubuntu Software Center" and I selected it. Let me reboot and see what happens. OerHeks:

That fixed it. Thank you so much! takamarou, have fun OerHeks: Thank you as well. jvm___, in 14.04 xorg.conf is not read, autodetect is the new way. OerHeks: Okay. So is there any way to force the loading of a file without the use of the "Driver" lines? In other

After entering the serial number, you must register the program online. The "File" menu has the item "Activate". If you have purchased ... - program, ... - disk, ... - program disk, ... - card, ... - CD with the registration program. From the File menu, select Activate. If you have purchased . - program, ... - disk, ... - CD with the program, ... - card, ... - CD with the
registration program, the window for entering the serial number will appear. At http://misecure.net/ you can find out and activate the serial number with which the DVD has been encrypted. This is essentially the serial number of the encrypted copy of the disc. fffad4f19a
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